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Abstract The amount of user created contents has been
increasing rapidly and is associated with a serious copyright problem. Automatic logo detection and recognition in
videos is a natural and efficient way of overcoming the
copyright problem. However, logos have varying characteristics, which make logo detection and recognition very
difficult. Moreover, logo transitions between two different
logos exist in one video comprising several video contents.
This disrupts the automatic logo detection and recognition.
Therefore, in order to improve logo detection, it is necessary to take into account the logo transitions explicitly.
This paper proposes an accurate logo transition detection
method for recognizing logos in digital video contents. The
proposed method accurately segments a video according to
logo and efficiently recognizes various types of logos. The
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method for logo detection and video segmentation according to logo.
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1 Introduction
The continuing development of the internet and increasing
user created contents (UCCs) is associated with a serious
copyright problem for video content. This is depicted in
Fig. 1. The user gathers digital video contents via illegal or
legal channels and modifies the video content. The modified video contents can be distributed without the permission of the owner and without paying a copyright fee, while
the video owner wants to protect copyrighted contents from
illegal use of video contents. Automatic logo detection in
videos is a natural and efficient way of overcoming the
copyright problem. This is because logos contain most
important information about copyright claims of owners
and no additional information, e.g., watermark, is required.
Automatic logo detection is also required in various
applications: video cataloging, logo removal, distinguishing between an advertisement and a TV program, and
replay shot detection in sports videos [1–4].
Nowadays extra tags are included in many digital media
contents, and in that case, the extra tags can be easily
utilized to recognize logos. However, there are still more
contents which dose not include extra tags. Many such
videos can be easily found in Youtube or illegal media
sites.
There are several problems in logo detection and recognition systems. One problem is that TV logos have different
colors, shape, etc. We can categorize logos into three
different types, which are shown in Fig. 2: semi-transparent,
opaque, and animated logos. If a logo changes over time,
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Fig. 1 The flow of video contents by legal and illegal routes.
Copyright problem is raised when users redistribute (modified)
contents without paying proper fee

then it is defined as an animated logo. If the background of a
logo is visible, this is defined as a semi-transparent logo,
otherwise, the logo is defined as an opaque logo. An opaque
logo is independent of the background. On the other hand,
a semi-transparent logo depends on background changes.
A semi-transparent logo’s characteristics make recognition
difficult. Especially, extracting semi-transparent logos from
a single frame is very difficult because there is insufficient
information. Thus, in general, methods are performed in the
temporal domain.
Another problem is that logo transition exists in one
video; appearing, disappearing, and changing logos. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 3. The transitions are: appearing
logo (absence of logo ! presence of logo), disappearing
logo (presence of logo ! absence of logo), changing logo

(logo A ! logo B). In modified videos (e.g., UCCs), there can
be frequent logo transitions, and this disrupts logo detection
and recognition. Thus, transition detection must be considered in logo detection.
The main novelty idea is to take into account the logo
transitions explicitly. Also, we propose an automatic logo
determination method. First, video segmentation using a
shot boundary detection method is performed. Second, the
video is separated into several sub-videos according to the
shot boundaries. Third, in each sub-video, a luminance
variance image is calculated, and a logo template is
extracted from the luminance variance images. Finally,
logo recognition results are merged according to logos,
which are recognized from templates. By the proposed
method, logos can be recognized accurately in digital video
contents. Moreover, videos can be efficiently cataloged and
segmented by its logos.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Sect. 2, related work is presented. In Sect. 3, novel
frameworks for extracting and recognizing logos are proposed. Experimental environments and results are shown in
Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude with the results described in
Sect. 5.

2 Related work
Many text detection and recognition methods have been
proposed. Recently, Kleban et al. [5] proposed a logo
detection in natural scene, which is based on mining frequent spatial configurations of discretized local features at
multiple resolution. Bagdanov et al. [6] proposed a trademark matching and retrieval system for sports videos, which
are based on SIFT feature descriptor. The localization and

Fig. 2 The various types of logos. a Example of semi-transparent logos. b Example of opaque logos. c Example of an animated logo
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Fig. 3 Examples of logo
transitions. a Appearing logo.
b Disappearing logo.
c Changing logo

classification of the trademarks were performed by the
features. Gao et al. [7] proposed a logo detection method
based on spatial-spectral saliency and partial spatial context. They conducted experiments on 10 logos.
Text detection and recognition methods showed very
good results in various environments [8, 9]. However, the
scene texts are tend to be discriminated from their background and are opaque. Therefore, it is not suitable to use
the approaches to detect and recognize TV logos since
many of the TV logos are rather not to be discriminated
clearly in each video frame but are still distinguishable in
frame sequence. Moreover, there are many semi-transparent
TV logos.
Many works on logo detection in TV have been applied in
various types of applications: commercial detection [10–12],
sports replay detection [4, 13], logo removal [2, 14–16],
video cataloging [17], and video segmentation. Logos are
detected from a single frame or consecutive frames,
according to the applications.
For semi-transparent logo detection, Seeber et al. [18]
proposed a TV logo detection method based on template
matching using inner and external edge masks in a single
frame. This algorithm only efficiently detects semi-transparent
logos in high-resolution videos. Duffner et al. [19] proposed
a multi-resolution scheme based on convoluted neural
networks.
Generally, logo detection algorithms used temporal
information. Yan et al. [2] demonstrated a logo removal
application. The logo is detected by exploiting frame differences in video sequences. The proposed method involves
locating fragments of logos using a Bayesian approach. The
accuracy of this method is low for logos having color
information.

In many sports videos, a replay logo is animated in
uniform frames. Bai et al. [4] proposed a logo detection
method based on the motion analysis. A logo template is
learned using dynamic programming and unsupervised
clustering. Characteristics of logo transitions are extracted
using optical flow features. The detection performance for
different types of sports videos shows that this method is
effective and robust.
Cózar et al. [1] presented a framework for cataloging
videos. The authors performed temporal and spatial segmentation by calculating the minimum luminance variance
region (MVLR). If the logo detection method fails to recognize a logo, a new logo template is registered in the
database. This method may suffer from detection errors due
to logo transitions.
There are a few methods that use complex methods such
as HMMs, NNs. In terms of logo recognition, in order to
utilize the logo recognition in various video contents, the
complex methods require a large set of training data. It is
possible to collect enough data for a few logos. However,
collecting large enough data for many logos would be
valuable, but hard work.
This paper proposes a logo transition detection method
for logo detection using shot boundary detection. The logo
detection/recognition and logo transition detection are very
close issues. If we have a perfect logo detection/recognition, the logo transition detection is not required. However,
if we do not have, the logo detection fails due to logo
transitions in a video. The proposed method takes explicitly
into account logo transition on the logo detection method.
Thus, the logo detection and the logo transition detection
are tied up together in this paper. As well as the logo
transition detection, an opaque and semi-transparent logo
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detection method based on automatic determination of logo
type is also proposed.

3 Proposed method of logo detection and recognition
The overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.
The proposed method consists of five components. An
input video is segmented into several sub-videos, using a
shot boundary detection method. Candidate logo templates
are extracted based on luminance variances in image
sequences of sub-videos. Prior to recognition, it is determined whether the extracted candidate logos are opaque or
semi-transparent. Then, each logo in a sub-video is recognized by using appropriate methods, and sub-videos are
merged to eliminate unnecessary boundaries and find logo
transition boundaries. Figure 5 shows the overview of the
proposed logo recognition method with a sample video that
consists of two different logo videos.
3.1 Video segmentation
A video edited by the user may comprise a set of video
contents. We assume that if there is a logo transition there
is a shot change. In order to extract and recognize logos in
the video, a detection method of logo transition boundaries
is needed. In previous work, logo templates are extracted
from frames of fixed length. However, as shown in Fig. 6a,
if a video is separated into sub-videos based on fixed length
frames, some sub-videos may include several logos. This
causes incorrect result of logo recognition. To solve this
problem, in previous work, a logo-tracking technique was
suggested. However, tracking logos are insufficient for
Input video

Step 1: Video segmentation
- Shot boundary detection

-

Step 2: Logo extraction
Luminance variance image extraction

Step 3: Logo type determination
- Opaque or semi-transparent logo

Step 4: Logo recognition
- Similarity Calculation

cases in which there are similar logos in consecutive
sub-videos.
We proposed a video segmentation method based on
shot boundary detection, as shown in Fig. 6b. A video is
segmented into several sub-videos based on shot boundary
detection. A video that have one logo can be possibly
separated into several sub-videos. However, no sub-video
includes several logos. There are logo changes in some of
these shot boundaries.
Two types of cuts are used for shot boundary detection:
abrupt cuts and gradual cuts. However, in general, logo
transitions involve abrupt cuts, because a logo change
implies changes of contents or background in video.
Therefore, in this paper, a shot boundary detection method
based on differences between consecutive two frames is
used for video segmentation. This is among the predominant methods for shot boundary detection.
Fang et al. [3] and Boussaid et al. [20] described general
features for shot boundary detection which work regardless
of logos. We used two features for shot boundary detection:
the color histogram difference and the motion information
difference. Features are calculated between consecutive
frames. The first feature is the color histogram difference
(CHD), which calculates the difference between two color
histogram distributions in two images. CHD is usually
considered a global feature. CHD is defined as follows:
"
256

1 X
j 
CHDi ¼ 1 
min Rij ; Ri1
3p j¼1
#
256
256
X
 j j  X
 j j 
þ
min Gi ; Gi1 þ
min Bi ; Bi1
ð1Þ
j¼1

where p represents the total number of pixels in a frame
and Rji, Gji, and Bji represent the values of the jth bins of the
red, green, and blue color histograms of the ith frame, Ii.
The value of CHDi is in the range [0, 1]. The more closely
the value approaches 1, the larger the difference between the
two frames.
The second feature is the motion compensation. Motion
information enables us to measure the visual discontinuity
between two frames. Two adjacent frames are divided into
blocks of N 9 N pixels and the blocks are not overlapped.
Here, we set N = 16. In order to measure the level of
match between the blocks in i - 1th and ith frames, sum of
absolute differences are calculated as follows:
Sd ðu; vÞ ¼

Step 5: Sub-video merging
-Unnecessary shot boundary elimination

Logo template DB

Recognition result

Fig. 4 The proposed logo recognition system in video
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j¼1

N X
N 
X

Bu ðx; yÞ  Bv ðx; yÞ
i
i1

ð2Þ

x¼1 y¼1

where Bui (x, y) and Bvi-1(x, y) represent the pixel intensities
at (x,y) of the uth block in Ii and vth block in Ii-1, and N is
the size of the block. The block having the minimum Sd
value in Ii-1 is selected as the best matching one with the
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Fig. 5 The overview of the
proposed logo recognition
method

Logo template DB

Segmented sub-videos Logo detection

Input video

Fig. 6 Video segmentation
a based on fixed frame length,
b based on shot boundary
detection

Logo recognition &
Logo type
determination sub-video merging

Results

Segmented sub-video boundary

(a)
Logo 1

Logo 2

Logo 3

…

Logo N

…

…

m frames m frames

m frames
Sub-videos including more than two video contents

(b)
Logo 1

shot 1

Logo 2

…

shot 2

reference one in Ii. Based on the best matching blocks, the
motion compensation feature is defined as follows:
Mci ¼

Nb  
 
 

0
0
0
1 X

 
 

Yn  Yn  þ Un  Un  þ Vn  Vn 
Nb n¼1

ð3Þ

where Nb is the number of blocks in the frame; Y; U; and V
are the average Y, U, and V components of the blocks in Ii;
0

0

0

and Y ; U ; and V are the corresponding components of the
best matching blocks in Ii-1. YUV color space is used in
most methods for motion estimation and those features are
used to detect shot boundary in [3, 20].
An abrupt shot cut is detected if one of the peak values
of the two features is detected. The peak is found using a
sliding window which contains frames i - 1, i and i ? 1.
The peak is detected if the conditions Dk1 [ 0 and Dk2 \ 0
are satisfied. The Ds are defined as follows:
k
Dk1 ¼ Fik  Fi1
;

k
Dk2 ¼ Fiþ1
 Fik

Logo 3

ð4Þ

Logo N

…

…

shot n

where F k ; ðk 2 f1; 2gÞ is one of the two feature values
extracted from Eqs. (1) and (3). For more details about shot
detection we used in this paper, please refer [3, 20].
As a result, a single video is divided into several subvideos, and each sub-video has at most one logo, as we
assumed that if there is a logo transition, there is a shot change.
3.2 Logo extraction
Subsequent to video segmentation, a video is separated into
several sub-videos. In this section, the method of extracting
a logo template from a sub-video is described.
Logos can be divided into two types: animated and static
logos. Static logos are classified into two types: opaque and
semi-transparent logos. This paper deals with static logos.
Animated logo detection needs a different approach, since
the appearance of these kinds of logos are changed continually. Static logos have several characteristics. Firstly, TV
logos with the same owner have the same shape and size.
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Secondly, the variations in TV logos are smaller than variation in the background in the temporal domain. Thirdly,
logos are detected at the specified positions. Logos are
generally located in one of four areas: top-left, top-right,
bottom-left and bottom-right in the video. Fourthly, logos are
displayed in monochrome or a small number of colors.
Finally, logos generally contrast with the background so that
they are distinguished from others in the video. Based on these
characteristics, a robust logo extraction method is presented.
Let a video V consist of consecutive sub-videos, V =
{S1, S2, …, Sn}. Each sub-video is a set of consecutive
frames, Si = {I1, I2, …, Iki } where 1 B i B n and ki is the
number of frames in the sub-video Si. Sub-videos are shots
which are extracted by the shot boundary detection method
we mentioned in previous section.
To extract the logo template from each sub-video, the
luminance variance image (LVI) of the sub-video is calculated [1]. LVI represents the maximum luminance variance in the sub-video. Since luminance variance values in a
logo region are less than those in a non-logo region, pixels
with low luminance variance values are logo candidate
pixels. Let Si(k) be the set of kth pixels in all frames in the
sub-video Si. LVI of ith sub-video is calculated as follows:
LVIi ðkÞ ¼ maxðSi ðkÞÞ  minðSi ðkÞÞ;

1kp

ð5Þ

where k is the index of a pixel and p is the number of pixels
in a frame. The logo candidate template in the sub-video,
CLi, is extracted as follows:

LVIi ðkÞ
if LVIi ðkÞ  sLVImean
CLi ðkÞ ¼
;
0
if LVIi ðkÞ [ sLVImean
1ip

ð6Þ

where LVImean is a mean value of the LVI and, for a given
s, s LVImean is a threshold value that depends on the
LVImean.
3.3 Determination of the logo type
Prior to performing logo recognition, we determine the
types of candidate logos since opaque and semi-transparent
logos have different characteristics and, therefore, different
methods of feature extraction for recognition must be
applied according to their logo types. The proposed logo
type determination method is described in this section.
The luminance variance value of a semi-transparent logo
is larger than that of an opaque logo. The luminance variance value of an opaque logo approaches 0 in the LVI
intensity histogram. However, the luminance variance
value of a semi-transparent logo is somewhat right skewed
in the LVI intensity histogram. Using such a difference, we
can determine whether it is an opaque logo or a semitransparent logo.
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Based on the Bayes rule, P(Logo Type|Feature) is
represented as follows :
PðLTjFÞ ¼ kPðFjLTÞPðLTÞ

ð7Þ

where LT, F, and k represent logo types, features of a logo,
and normalization factors, respectively.
Huge number of video data are being generated every
second in the global. It can be thought that the number of
data is almost infinite. Among the video data in the global,
the number of sample data we can collect would be very
small. Moreover, the number of different types of the
collected video logos is likely to be very different
depending on your location, time, date, favor, available TV
channels, and so on. Therefore, we cannot expect that the
ratio between semi-transparent and opaque logos of collected data is nearly consistent every time we collect a data
set. It is seemed that the uniform prior assumption in Eq. 7
is intuitively natural in this case. Thus, we assumed
PðLT ¼ ‘‘semi-transparent’’Þ ¼ PðLT ¼ ‘‘opaque’’Þ:

ð8Þ

Using training data, the probability distributions of
P(F|LT) are modeled by Gaussians. Then, the posterior
probabilities, P(LT = ‘‘semi-transparent’’ |F) and P(LT =
‘‘opaque’’|F), are easily estimated from the training data.
3.4 Feature extraction and logo recognition
in sub-videos
For accurate logo recognition, feature extraction has to be
done. One of the useful features is edge. However, the edge
image which is directly extracted from the LVI is not
always adequate as a good feature in logo recognition.
Figure 7 shows two examples of the cases that the edge
within the logo or the edges of the logo itself are disappeared in LVI. In Fig. 7, images in the first column show
the input video frames (a-1 and a-2). Images in the second
(b-1 and b-2) and third column (c-1 and c-2) show the
extracted feature images using the method of Cózar et al.
and the proposed method, respectively. Fig. 7a-1 shows an
example of a logo in which the text is wrapped within a
static circle. Figure 7b-1 shows an example of a logo in
which the text is surrounded by a static background (a
black border which frequently appears in movies). For
these videos, the traditional method fails to extract features
in the logo regions (Fig. 7b-1, b-2). Therefore, we proposed a feature extraction method based on logo type.
If a logo template is determined as opaque logo, the
feature is extracted by combining the LVI edges and a
randomly selected frame in the sub-video. Since the edges
of an opaque logo are always clear in every frame in a subvideo, we can select any frame with a logo as a reference
frame. Features of an opaque logo template are defined as
follows:
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(b-1)

(a-1)

(c-1)

Logo wrapped up in a static symbol

(b-2)

(a-2)

(c-2)

Logo surrounded by static background
Fig. 7 Examples of feature extraction of logo wrapped up in a static symbol (first row) and logo surrounded by static background (second row).
a-1, a-2 Input video frames. b-1 b-2 Extracted features by Cózar et al. c-1, c-2 Extracted features by the proposed method


LðiÞ ¼

maxðER ðiÞ; ECL ðiÞÞ
ECL ðiÞ

if CLðiÞ ¼ 0
otherwise

ð9Þ

where ER(i) and ECL(i) are the ith pixel values of the edge
images of the reference frame and CL (a logo candidate
template), respectively. The edge image E of an image I, is
extracted using the magnitude of the gradient of the image,
as defined below:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
oIðx; yÞ 2 oIðx; yÞ 2
EðIÞ ¼ krIk ¼
:
þ
ox
oy

ð10Þ

If a logo template is determined as semi-transparent, it is
difficult to extract the logo edges from a random frame in
the manner used with an opaque logo. As mentioned
before, semi-transparent logos depend on the background
and frequently change. However, in general, the inside of a
semi-transparent logo does not contain much text information and is rather simple, so it is possible to immediately
use the edge information extracted from the LVI as its
features.
For logo recognition, the edge-based template matching
method is employed. To measure the similarity, the normalized cross-correlation N(m, n) is employed and is
scaled to ensure that it is in the range [0, 1]. Remark that
for two different logo types, the applied feature extraction
methods are different according to its logo types, although
the recognition methods are identical.

3.5 Merging sub-videos for logo transition detection
In this section, we describe a sub-video merging method. In
order to detect logo transitions, a shot boundary detection
method is performed in previous step. However, segmentation is achieved by shot boundary detection and unnecessary boundary shots can be detected during video
segmentation. It may be the case that a video is divided into
several consecutive shots, although the shots have the same
logos. This can be eliminated by merging sub-videos.
Moreover, if logo detection in a sub-video fails, it can be
compensated for by considering prior and subsequent subvideos.
If a logo in a sub-video is detected and recognized, then
the sub-video is tagged by the logo. If the logo is same as
the prior sub-video, they are merged in one new sub-video.
However, some sub-videos with an insufficient number of
frames may fail to detect and recognize the logo. If a logo
in a sub-video is not detected or recognized due to little
information of a logo, the sub-video is merged with prior
tagged sub-video or next sub-video, and retries to recognize a logo from the merged sub-video. If a logo in the
merged sub-video is not recognized, the sub-video is tagged by non-logo, but if the merged sub-videos is recognized with some confidence (correlation value), the merged
sub-video is tagged by the logo. It is repeated for all
remaining sub-videos. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed
algorithm for merging sub-videos.
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Algorithm 1: Sub-video
merging

4 Experiments

4.2.1 Logo recognition

4.1 Experimental environment

For logo recognition experiment, 300 videos with 17 different logos are used. Among 300 videos, 150 videos have
opaque logos and 150 videos have semi-transparent logos.
The performance of the logo recognition system is
evaluated by

In order to make experiments, various 300 videos containing logos were collected from 5 Korean broadcast station
channels, 7 cable channels, and various other TV channels;
MBC, KBS1, KBS2, SBS, EBS, MTV, Tooniverse, MBN,
OCN, Onstlye, Olive, MBC ESPN, Storyon, ABC, CTV,
CW, and CNN. The frame size of the video is normalized to
320 9 240 pixels. The time lengths of the videos are various, from 15 to 43 s, and the average length is 26.4 s.
Figure 8 shows some examples of the collected video data.
Figure 8a–c shows example frames with semi-transparent
logos. Figure 8d shows frames with opaque logos.
4.2 Experimental results
To measure the performance of the proposed method, two
experiments were performed. The first experiment measures the logo detection accuracy and the second experiment measures the logo transition accuracy.

123

Recognition rate ð%Þ ¼

Nrc
 100
Nrc þ Nrf þ Nrm

ð11Þ

where Nrc is the number of correctly recognized logos, Nrf
is the number of incorrectly recognized logos and Nrm is the
number of missed logos. The recognition result is shown in
Table 1 with various values of s given in Eq. 6. Setting s
low (s = 0.50) means that we set the threshold value for
extracting logo tightly. Therefore, false negative (missing
in the table) would be increased. On the other hand, if we
set s high (s = 1.00) the threshold value is loose. Therefore, false positives (false in the table) would be increased
while false negative would be decreased.
It is clear that the proposed method based on determination of logo type yields good performance for opaque
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Fig. 8 Examples of video data. a–c Show some frames of various videos that contain semi-transparent logos. d shows some frames of various
videos that contain opaque logos
Table 1 The logo recognition
result

Method

Logo type

Total

Correct

False

Missing

OP

150

142

0

8

ST

150

105

0

45

OP

150

142

0

8

ST

150

133

5

12

OP

150

140

2

8

ST

150

122

17

11

OP

150

128

8

14

ST

150

119

12

19

Rate (%)

The proposed method
s = 0.50
s = 0.75
s = 1.00
The OP and ST represent
opaque logo and semitransparent logo, respectively

Cózar’s method [1]

and semi-transparent logos. The proposed method achieved
91.67 % accuracy at maximum, while Cózar’s method
achieved 82.33 % accuracy. Figure 9 shows more examples of logo detection for various videos.
4.2.2 Logo transition detection
We made experiments with 2 videos, which can be segmented into 19 and 25 sub-videos according to logos. The
video lengths are 453 s (7 min and 33 s) and 947 s (15 min
and 47 s), respectively. To evaluate the logo transition rate,
the precision and recall are defined as follows:

Precision ð%Þ ¼
Recall ð%Þ ¼

Ntc
 100
Ntc þ Ntf

Ntc
 100
Nt

82.33
91.67
87.33
82.33

ð12Þ
ð13Þ

where Nt, Ntc , and Ntf are the number of all logos, the
number of correctly detected logo transitions, and the
number of incorrectly detected logo transitions. We set s as
0.75.
The detection result for logo transition is shown in
Table 2. The proposed method has achieved good performance. Figure 10 shows the comparison results for logo
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Fig. 9 Examples of logo
detection results by the
proposed method

Table 2 The logo transition
detection result

Method
The proposed method
Cózar’s method [1]

Video

Correct

False

Miss

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

Video1

19

19

0

0

100

100

Video2

25

24

2

1

92.3

96

Video1

19

14

0

5

100

73.7

Video2

25

18

0

6

100

72.0

detection using Cózar’s method (upper) and the proposed
method (lower). Figure 10a shows that Cózar’s method
failed to extract logo regions accurately because of the
black or white border line. However, the proposed method
was successful, due to the feature extraction method based
on determination of logo type. Figure 10b shows that
Cózar’s method failed to extract the logo, because the
background of the sub-video was almost static. However,
the proposed method could extract the logo via the proposed sub-video merging technique. Although logo detection failed in a sub-video, this could be recovered by the
sub-video merging technique.
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Figure 11 shows experimental results for logo recognition and sub-video merging steps. This example shows the
effect of the sub-video merging technique. Figure 11a–c
shows segmented video, logo recognition within each subvideo, and sub-videos merging. Figure 11d shows groundtruth.
Figure 11a shows the result for segmentation of the
video based on shot boundary detection. According to the
ground-truth (d), we can see some videos are divided into
several sub-videos. For an example, the first video of the
‘MBC’ in Fig. 11d is divided into 4 sub-videos in Fig. 11a
(sub-video index 1 ,2, 3, and 4).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 The comparison of logo detection results by the Cózar’s method (upper) and the proposed method (lower). a Logo region is almost
static. b Whole region is static

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 11 Logo recognition result in each step: a video segmentation, b logo recognition within sub-video, c sub-videos merging. d Shows groundtruth. 1; 2; . . .; 13 in a represent sub-video index and x indicates that no logo is recognized in the sub-video

Figure 11b shows the logo recognition result of each
sub-videos. In some sub-videos (index 1, 4, and 7), no
logos were recognized because enough information was not

available to recognize the logos. These occurred where the
length of the sub-video is too short to recognize logo or the
frames in the sub-videos are almost static.
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Figure 11c shows the result of sub-video merging using
the proposed merging method. The sub-videos 1 and 4 are
merged with the sub-videos 2 and 3. It shows that the
failure of the logo recognition in sub-videos was recovered
by the merging method. However, there is a unrecognized
sub-video (index 7). The reason was that the logo was not
clearly seen due to the background colors which were
almost same as the logos, and thus, during the proposed
merging processes the sub-video merging did not give
confident value to be merged.
There is a mis-merged sub-video (index 12). The SBS
and EBS logos consist of three character images of ‘SBS’
and ‘EBS’, respectively, and two of the three characters are
same, which are ‘B’ and ‘S’. Moreover, the two logos were
transparent. It makes the logo recognition very hard. That
is the reason the sub-video 12 was not merged correctly.
However, overall, the merging method worked very good
and resulted in very good result in logo transition detection
as presented in Table 2.
We assumed that there is no false negative and
according to our experiments using the shot boundary
detection method, there was no false negative. However, if
there are false negatives, there is a possibility that some
sub-videos contain more than one logos. Therefore, we
cannot be sure of the success of the logo recognition.
The proposed system consists of five steps as it is shown
in Fig. 4. The time complexities of the video segmentation
step and the logo feature extraction (steps 1 and 2) depend
on the length of the input video. These steps can be run in
on-line system that the algorithms process the input frames
piece-by-piece in a serial fashion. The time complexities of
the logo type determination and the recognition (steps 3
and 4) depend on the number of sub-videos which are the
output of the video segmentation step. These steps also can
be run in on-line system. The time complexity of the subvideo merging is dependent on the number of the subvideos in which no logos were recognized. This step
contains searching prior and subsequent sub-videos. Thus,
this cannot be run in an on-line system. The steps 1, 2, 3,
and 4 can be run in real-time if the CPU has enough
computational power. However, the step 5 cannot be run in
real-time, but can be run in delayed real-time. As a result,
the average execution time of the steps 1–4 was 7 frames
per second on a Windows system with a Core 2 Duo
processor.

5 Conclusions and future research
We proposed an automatic logo transition detection
method in a digital video content which may contain various logos. In video contents edited by users, there are logo
transitions, and different types of logos are displayed. The
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proposed method uses a multi-stage process to determine
the type of logos and detect logo transitions. Logo transition detection involves video segmentation via shot
boundary detection. For sub-videos, candidate logo templates are extracted and it is determined whether candidate
logo templates are opaque or semi-transparent logos. The
method of determination is useful for effective feature
extraction, prior to recognizing the corresponding logo.
Also, in order to combine the segmented sub-videos, we
proposed a method for merging them. Although logo
detection sometimes fails for some sub-videos, it is compensated for by considering prior and subsequent subvideos using the merging method. Experimental results
showed that the proposed framework outperformed the
previous method for various videos with various logos.
In redistributed videos the logo quality is often poor,
since logo images on frames can be easily corrupted by
video compression techniques. Although the videos we
used were not compressed, most of videos in practice are
compressed. It will be an interesting issue to deal with
different compression methods on logo detection. In the
future, we will consider the compression techniques of
video. Also, we are going to extend this work to enable
detection of animated logos and are researching on more
sophisticated shot boundary detection method.
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